This paper analyses the numerical solution of a class of non-linear Schrödinger equations by Galerkin finite elements in space and a mass-and energy conserving variant of the Crank-Nicolson method due to Sanz-Serna in time. The novel aspects of the analysis are the incorporation of rough, discontinuous potentials in the context of weak and strong disorder, the consideration of some general class of non-linearities, and the proof of convergence with rates in L ∞ (L 2 ) under moderate regularity assumptions that are compatible with discontinuous potentials. For sufficiently smooth potentials, the rates are optimal without any coupling condition between the time step size and the spatial mesh width.
Introduction
This paper is devoted to nonlinear Schrödinger equations (NLS) of the form i∂ t u = − u + V u + γ(|u| 2 )u
Here, u(x, t) is a complex valued function, V (x) is a possibly rough/discontinuous potential and γ : [0, ∞) → [0, ∞) is a smooth function (in terms of the density |u| 2 ) that describes the nonlinearity. A common example is the cubic nonlinearity given by γ(|u| 2 )u = β|u| 2 u, for β ∈ R, for which the equation is known as the Gross-Pitaevskii equation modeling for instance the dynamics of Bose-Einstein condensates in a potential trap [17, 24, 27] . In this paper we study Galerkin approximations of the NLS using a finite element space discretization to account for missing regularity due to a possibly discontinuous potential and we use a Crank-Nicolson time discretization to conserve two important invariants of the NLS, namely the mass and the energy. We aim at deriving rate-explicit a priori error estimates and the influence of rough potentials on these rates. The list of references to numerical approaches for solving the NLS (both time-dependent and stationary) is long and includes [2, 3, 6, 8, 9, 10, 13, 14, 15, 19, 20, 25, 31, 30] and the references therein. For software libraries allowing the simulation of the time-dependent Gross-Pitaevskii equation we refer to [4, 29, 33] . A priori error estimates for P 1 finite element approximations for the NLS have been studied in [1, 21, 22, 28, 32, 34, 37, 18] , where an implicit Euler discretization is considered in [1, 18] , a mass conservative one-stage Gauss-Legendre implicit Runge-Kutta scheme is analyzed in [32, 18] , mass conservative linearly implicit two-step finite element methods are treated in [37, 34] and higher order (DG and CG) time-discretizations are considered in [21, 22] (however these higher order schemes can lack conservation properties). The only scheme that is both mass and energy conservative at the same time is the modified Crank-Nicolson scheme analyzed by Sanz-Serna [28] and Akrivis et al. [1] , which is also the approach that we shall follow in this contribution.
The analysis of this modified Crank-Nicolson scheme is devoted to optimal L 2 -error estimates for sufficiently smooth solutions in both classical papers [28] and [1] . Sanz-Serna treats the onedimensional case d = 1 and periodic boundary conditions and Akrivis et al. consider d = 1, 2, 3 and homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions. Although the modified Crank-Nicolson scheme is implicit, in both works, optimal error estimates require a constraint on the coupling between the time step τ and the mesh size h. In [28] , the constraint reads τ h whereas a relaxed constraint of the form τ h d/4 is required in [1] . The results are related to the case of the earlier mentioned cubic nonlinearity of the form γ(|u| 2 )u = β|u| 2 u and a potential is not taken into account. Finally, we also mention the results obtained by Bao and Cai [5, 7] in the context of a finite difference discretization in space. Here, similar coupling conditions are obtained as by Sanz-Serna.
The present paper generalizes the results of Akrivis et al. [1] to the case of a broader class of nonlinearities and, more importantly, accounts for potential terms in the NLS. If the potential is sufficiently smooth, even the previous constraints on the time step can be removed without affecting the optimal convergence rates. To the best of our knowledge, the only other paper that includes potential terms in a finite element based NLS discretization is [18] which uses a one-stage Gauss-Legendre implicit Runge-Kutta scheme that is not energy-conserving.
While the aforementioned results essentially require continuous potentials, many physically relevant potentials are discontinuous and very rough. Typical examples are disorder potentials [26] or potentials representing quantum arrays in the context Josephson oscillations [35, 36] . As the main result of the paper, we will also prove convergence in the presence of such potentials with convergence rates. The rates are lower than the optimal ones for smooth solutions and a coupling condition between the discretization parameters shows up again. Note, however, that this new coupling condition is very different from the one mentioned above as it forces the spatial mesh size to be sufficiently small depending on the time step. While the sharpness of these results for rough potentials remains open, we shall stress that we are not aware of a proof of convergence of any discretization (finite elements, finite differences, spectral methods, etc.) of the NLS in the presence of purely L ∞ -potentials and that we close this gap with this paper. We note again that we decided for the use of a finite element space discretization as it allows us to work in very low regularity regimes that cannot be handled with spectral or finite difference approaches.
The structure of this article is as follows. Section 2 introduces the model problem and its discretization. The main results and the underlying assumptions are stated in Section 3. Sections 4-5 are devoted to the proof of these results. We present numerical results in Section 6. Some supplementary material regarding the feasibility of our assumptions is provided as Appendix A.
Problem formulation and discretization
Let D ⊂ R d (for d = 2, 3) be a convex bounded polyhedron that defines the computational domain. We consider a real-valued nonnegative disorder potential V ∈ L ∞ (D; R). Besides being bounded, V can be arbitrarily rough. Given such V , some finite time T > 0 and some initial data u 0 ∈ H 1 0 (D) (1) for all w ∈ H 1 0 (D) and almost every t ∈ (0, T ]. Note that any such solution automatically fulfills u ∈ C 0 ([0, T ], L 2 (D)) so that u(·, 0) = u 0 makes sense. The nonlinearity in the problem is described by a smooth (real-valued) function γ : [0, ∞) → [0, ∞) with γ(0) = 0 and the growth condition
Observe that this implies by Sobolev embeddings that (γ(
Then, for any v ∈ H 1 0 (D), the (non-negative) energy is given by Temporal discretization. We consider a time interval [0, T ] and a corresponding family of admissible partitions. A partition {I n | n ∈ N, 1 ≤ n ≤ N } is admissible if the n'th time interval is given by I n := (t n−1 , t n ] and if 0 = t 0 < t 1 < · · · < t N = T . Furthermore, we assume that the family of partitions is quasi-uniform, i.e. if τ n := t n − t n−1 denotes the n'th time step size and if the maximum is denoted by τ := max 1≤n≤N τ n , then there exists a (discretization independent) constant c q > 0 such that τ ≤ c q min 1≤n≤N τ n for all partitions from the family.
Spatial discretization. For the space discretization we consider a finite dimensional subspace S h of H 1 0 (D) that is parametrized by a mesh size parameter h. We make two basic assumptions on S h which are fulfilled for P 1 Lagrange finite elements on quasi-uniform meshes. Let us for this purpose introduce the Ritz-projection P h :
In the following, we make an assumption on the approximation quality of P h , that is that there exists a generic h-independent constant C P h such that
The second assumption is the availability of a global inverse estimate, i.e. we assume that there exists a generic h-independent constant C inv such that
In addition, we assume the existence of h-independent C L ∞ > 0 with
The above assumptions are standard in the context of finite elements if quasi-uniformity is available. For instance, for simplicial P 1 Lagrange finite elements on a quasi-uniform mesh, the estimates (3) and (4) are satisfied. The last property can be verified by splitting
) for some L ∞ -stable Clément-type quasi-interpolation operator. The estimate (5) then follows from inverse inequalities and standard H 1 -estimates for P h .
With these definitions, we introduce the fully discrete Crank-Nicolson method as follows.
Definition 2.2 (Fully discrete Crank-Nicolson Method for NLS). We consider the space and time discretizations as detailed above. Let u 0 = u(·, 0) be the initial value from problem (1) and let u 0 h,τ := P h (u 0 ) ∈ S h . Then for n ≥ 1, the fully discrete Crank-Nicolson approximation u n h,τ ∈ S h is given by
for all v ∈ S h and where
The scheme is mass conserving and energy conserving, i.e. we have
and
for all 0 ≤ n ≤ N . The mass conservation is verified by testing with v = u n− 1 2 h,τ in (6) and taking the real part. The energy conservation is verified by testing in (6) with v = u n h,τ − u n−1 h,τ and taking the imaginary part.
The conservation properties do not immediately guarantee robustness with respect to numerical perturbations (for instance arising from round-off errors), however, it can be proved that even the perturbed approximations remain uniformly bounded. Lemma 2.3 (Stability under numerical perturbation). Let N > 1 and let F n ∈ L 2 (D) (for 1 ≤ n ≤ N ) be an L 2 -perturbation of the discrete problem. We can think of F n as representing numerical errors. Let u n h,τ ∈ S h for n ≥ 1 be any solution to the (fully-discrete) perturbed problem
for all v ∈ S h . Then the solutions remain uniformly bounded in L 2 with
Proof. We test in the problem formulation with v = u n h,τ + u n−1 h,τ and take the real part. This yields
Applying this iteratively gives us
Main results
While the basic stability of the method in Lemma 2.3 does not require any additional smoothness assumptions, our quantified convergence and error analysis of the method relies on the regularity of u. We will use three types of regularity assumptions.
The first assumption allows the proof of convergence rates for the time-discretization and the second one is related to the optimal convergence rates for the space-discretization. Note that the high spatial regularity
which is crucial for our proofs as they rely on uniform L ∞ -bounds for the discrete solutions and there is no hope for such thing if the continuous solution is unbounded in L ∞ (D × (0, T )). The third assumption (R3) will be used to obtain optimal convergence rates for the time-discretization in the case of smooth potentials. We cannot expect (R3) to hold in the case of rough disorder potentials V ∈ L ∞ (D). It is, however, possible to show that the assumptions (R1) and (R2) do not conflict with disorder potentials. We discuss this aspect in more detail in Appendix A. Before we state the main results, we shall show that every smooth solution that satisfies (R1) must be unique. Recall that we cannot guarantee uniqueness in general (cf. Remark 2.1).
Lemma 3.1 (Uniqueness of smooth solutions). Any two solutions of the NLS (1) that fulfill (R1) must be identical.
(Ω) and let u 1 and u 2 denote two smooth solutions in the sense that u (1) 
Time integration and e(0) = 0 then yield
Hence, Grönwall's inequality can be applied and shows e(t) 2 L 2 (D) = 0 for all t.
The first main result of this paper states that, under the assumption of sufficient regularity, the Crank-Nicolson scheme (6) admits a solution that remains uniformly bounded in L ∞ and we obtain optimal convergence rates for the L ∞ (L 2 )-error, independent of the coupling between the mesh size h and the time-step size τ. Theorem 3.2 (Estimates for smooth potentials). Under the regularity assumption (R1), (R2) and (R3), there exist positive constantsĥ > 0 andτ > 0 such that for all partitions with parameters τ <τ and h <ĥ there exists a unique solution u n h,τ ∈ S h to the fully discrete Crank-Nicolson scheme (6) with
and u n := u(·, t n ). Moreover, the a priori error estimate
holds with some constant C > 0 that may depend on u, γ, V , D and the constants appearing in (3)- (5) but not on the mesh parameters τ and h.
The uniqueness of fully discrete approximations in Theorem 3.2 is to be understood in the sense that any other family of approximations must necessarily diverge in L ∞ as τ, h → 0. The second main result applies to the case of rough potentials.
Theorem 3.3 (Estimates for disorder potentials).
Assume only (R1) and (R2). Then there existsτ > 0 such that for all partitions with parameters τ <τ and h 4−d−α τ 2 for some α > 0 there exists a unique solution u n h,τ ∈ S h to the fully-discrete Crank-Nicolson scheme (6) such that
with M as defined in Theorem 3.2, and the a priori error estimate
holds for some constant C = C(u, γ, V, D, P h , α) independent of h and τ. This means that the mesh size needs to be small enough compared the time step size. Observe that this is a rather natural assumption if the potential V is indeed a rough potential (as addressed in the theorem). In such a case we wish use a fine spatial mesh to resolve the variations of V , whereas the time step size is comparably large. Hence, the constraint is not critical. Conversely, the constraints appearing in works by Sanz-Serna [28] and Akrivis et al. [1] are of a completely different nature, as they require the time step size to be small compared to the mesh size. Therefore, using a fine spatial mesh to resolve the structure of V would impose small time steps as well.
Error analysis for the semi-discrete method
In this section we shall consider a semi-discrete Crank-Nicolson approximation given as follows.
Definition 4.1 (Semi-discrete Crank-Nicolson Method for NLS). Let u 0 = u(·, 0) be the initial value from problem (1) and let u 0 τ := u 0 . Then for n ≥ 1, we define the semi-discrete CrankNicolson approximation u n τ ∈ H 1 0 (D) as the solution to
for all v ∈ H 1 0 (D) and where
We want to prove that the above problem is well-posed and we want to estimate the L 2 -and H 2 -error between u τ and the exact solution u. This requires some auxiliary results that allow us to control the error arising from the nonlinearity.
A truncated auxiliary problem
We start with introducing a truncated version of the (possibly) nonlinear function γ. With this truncated function, we introduce an auxiliary problem that is central for our analysis.
. Then there exists a smooth function γ M : [0, ∞) → [0, ∞) and generic constants C > 0 such that for all z ∈ C and all k ∈ {0, 1, 2}
Furthermore, for the antiderivative
Before we can prove Lemma 4.2 we need to introduce an inequality that we will frequently use in the rest of the paper. 
Proof of Lemma 4.2. In the following, we let C denote a generic constant. Let us define θ := γ(M 2 ) and let γ M : R → R be a curve that fulfills γ M (s) = γ(s) for s ≤ θ and γ M (s) = 2θ for s ≥ 2θ. By polynomial interpolation we can chose γ M in such a way that it is a polynomial on the interval [θ, 2θ] and such that globally γ M ∈ C 5 (0, ∞). This proves (8). Since we have for s ≥ 2θ that γ M (s) = 2θ and γ
M (s) = 0 for 1 ≤ k ≤ 5, we conclude that there exists a constant C that only depends on the polynomial degree chosen for the interpolation such that (9) is fulfilled.
Next, we want to prove (10) and recall that |v 1 |, |w 1 | ≤ M . Let for simplicity
We write the left-hand side of (10) as
Since
is bounded we immediately have that
Hence, it remains to estimate the term (v 1 + w 1 )Θ 1 which we split into three parts.
We start with estimating term I. We use Lemma 4.3 with the boundedness of |v 1 | and |w 1 | to obtain
For the second term we distinguish two cases. Case II.1: if
and hence with the bound for
2 ≤ 4M 2 we get with the Lipschitz-continuity of Γ M that
For term III, we distinguish again two cases. Case III.1: if | v 2 +w 2 2 | 2 ≥ 4M 2 we see analogously to term Case II.1 that
With the bounds for |v 1 |, |v 2 |, |w 1 |, |w 2 | we get
This shows for Case III.2 that
Combining the estimates proves (10) .
With the function γ M introduced in Lemma 4.2 the truncated semi-discrete Crank-Nicolson approximation given as follows. 
for all v ∈ H 1 0 (D) and where u
Remark 4.5. Since M was chosen such that γ M (|u| 2 ) = γ(|u| 2 ) we have the identity
for all v ∈ H 1 0 (D).
Existence of truncated approximations
In order to investigate the properties of solutions to (15), we first need to show that there exists at least one solution. In order to show this, we recall the following conclusion from Brouwers fixed point theorem.
Lemma 4.6. Let N ∈ N and let B 1 (0) := {α ∈ C N | |α| ≤ 1} denote the closed unit disk in C N . Then every continuous function g :
Second, we will also make use of following lemma that is a special case of the Vitali convergence theorem (cf. [23, Theorem B.101])
converges to g locally in measure and
This allows us to conclude that there exists at least one solution to problem (15) . Proof. The proof is established in two steps. First, we show existence in finite dimensional subspaces, then we pass to the limit to establish existence for the infinite dimensional problem. For this purpose, let {φ m | m ∈ N} denote a countable basis of H 1 0 (D). We define the finitedimensional subspaces
Step 1 -existence in X N . Let · denote the Euclidean inner product on C N and let u M,n τ denote a solution to (15) . For n ≥ 1 we look for z n N ∈ X N with
for all v ∈ X N and where
exists and want to show existence of z n N ∈ X N . In order to apply Lemma 4.6 we define g :
where F ∈ C N is defined by
To verify existence of α 0 with g(α 0 ) = 0, we need to show that there exists K ∈ R >0 such that (g(α) · α) ≥ 0 for all α ∈ C N with |α| = K. We define z α := N m=1 α m φ m and see that
for some α-independent positive constants C 1 and C 2 . Exploiting the equivalence of norms in finite dimensional Hilbert spaces we conclude the existence of (new) α-independent positive constants such that (
Hence, for all sufficiently large |α| we have (g(α) · α) ≥ 0 and therefore with Lemma 4.6 the existence of solutions to (17) , provided that u
We proceed inductively to show the existence of u M,n τ (the case n = 0 with u M,0 τ = u 0 is trivially fulfilled). Assume hence that u M,n−1 τ ∈ H 1 0 (D) exists. Then we can apply Step 1 to conclude that there exists z n N ∈ X N which is a solution to the finite dimensional problem (17) . It is easy to verify that problem (17) is energy conserving and hence
Hence, for fixed n, the corresponding sequence of discrete solutions (
. Consequently there exists a subsequence of (z n N ) N ∈N (for simplicity again denoted by (z n N ) N ∈N ) and a function z n
Here we used the Rellich embedding theorem.
by the weak convergence in H 1 0 (D). It remains to investigate the term
We want to apply Vitali's theorem (Lemma 4.7) to conclude that
For that purpose, we need to verify convergence in measure and 2-equi-integrability. To verify the first property, we exploit that z n N → z n ∞ strongly in L 2 (D). Using the Tschebyscheff inequality we see that z n N also converges to z n ∞ in measure. This implies in particular that from every subsequence of (z n N ) N ∈N we can extract another subsequence such that z n N converges to z n ∞ almost everywhere. On the other hand, by the continuity of A, the convergence almost everywhere is preserved when A is applied to the sequence. Consequently, for every subsequence of (A(z n N )) N ∈N one can extract another subsequence that converges a.e. to A(z n ∞ ). This is equivalent to the property that (A(z n N )) N ∈N converges locally in measure to (A(z n ∞ )) N ∈N (since D is bounded). Hence, we have the first requirement for Lemma 4.7. For the second requirement we first observe that
and Lemma 4.7 (which works in both directions). In conclusion, Vitali's convergence theorem applies and yields
With this we have that there exists a subsequence of (z n N ) N ∈N (still denoted by z n N ) and
With this we can pass to the limit in (17) to obtain that z n
Consequently, we showed iteratively the existence of a solution u
Uniform L ∞ -bounds for the truncated approximations
Goal of this section is to
The key to deriving such an L ∞ -bound is to first establish a uniform bound for the error between the Laplacian of the exact solution u and the Laplacian of a truncated approximation u M, τ , i.e. for u
. We start with deriving corresponding error identities. For that purpose we define the continuous function 
Subtracting the term
on both sides gives us
Testing with v = e 
for some constant depending on u, γ, V , D and M . Furthermore, for s = 1 it still holds
Proof. Let either s = 1 or s = 2. We estimate
For the first term we obtain with the trapezoidal rule for fixed x that
Hence for C = C(V )
In order to estimate the second term we split the error into several contributions.
For II 1 we can apply Lemma 4.3 to obtain
For II 2 we denote f (z) := γ M (|z| 2 )z and we let ζ n : [0, 1] → [u n−1 , u n ] denote the complex valued (linear) curve given by ζ n (s) := (1 − s)u n−1 + su n for s ∈ [0, 1]. We have ζ n (z) = u n − u n−1 .
With that, we get with the trapezoidal-rule and the midpoint rule that
For term II 3 we can directly apply the trapezoidal rule again to obtain
Combining the estimates for II 1 , II 2 and II 3 and applying the Young-inequality yields
, where we used
. It remains to estimate term III for which we can use |G M (·, ·)| ≤ γ M,0 to see
Combining the estimates for I, II and III yields
Next, we need to show that τ −1
For that reason, we start from the identity (19) this time, where we observe that we have just the desired O(τ n ) more in our terms. Proceeding analogously as before yields
Assuming that τ n is small enough so that Cτ n C M,γ ≤ 1 2 we can divide by (1 − Cτ n C M,γ ) on both sides of (21) . Applying the arising inequality iteratively and exploiting that e
Now we can plug this estimate into (20) to get
Observe that this step exploits the quasi-uniformity of the time-discretization. Applying this inequality iteratively gives us
This proves the estimates in the lemma. It remains to verify lim τ→0 He M,n τ L 2 (D) = 0 for s = 1. Checking the previous estimates carefully, we see that the problematic terms ∂ t u L 2 (0,tn;H 2 (D)) (which prevent the right hand side of (22) 
for all partitions with sup 0≤n≤N τ n <τ.
Proof. Since D is convex, d ≤ 3 and since the potential V ∈ L ∞ (D) is non-negative, we have from elliptic regularity theory that for any
the solution w is continuous on D and it holds (cf. [16] )
where
we can apply (23) together with Lemma 4.10 to conclude that for every ε > 0 there exists aτ(ε) such that for all τ ≤τ(ε) it holds
This implies
The choice ε = sup 0≤n≤N u n L ∞ (D) proves the lemma.
Existence of uniformly L
∞ -bounded solutions to the semi-discrete scheme and corresponding L 2 -error estimates
We are now prepared to proceed with the analysis of the original (non-truncated) semi-discrete scheme.
There is a real numberτ > 0 such that for all partitions with sup 0≤n≤N τ n <τ there exists a unique solution u n τ ∈ H 1 0 (D) to the semi-discrete Crank-Nicolson scheme (7) with sup
and the error estimate 
, which is a contradiction for τ n < C(M ) −1 . Hence, we have uniqueness under the condition sup 0≤n≤N u n τ L ∞ (D) ≤ M . Observe that if there exists a another solutionû n τ with M < sup 0≤n≤N û n τ L ∞ (D) ≤M < ∞, then the arguments remain the same and we conclude again uniqueness, which however then contradicts sup 0≤n≤N 
. From this we see that the only other solutions to (7) are the ones with a diverging L ∞ -norm and which hence cannot approximate the smooth exact solution u.
Error analysis for the fully-discrete method
In this section we shall analyze the final fully discrete Crank-Nicolson discretization stated in Definition 2.2. As for the semi-discrete method we need to take a detour over an auxiliary problem. For that reason we consider the following scheme with truncated nonlinearity. h,τ := P h (u 0 ) ∈ S h and for n ≥ 1, we define the truncated fully-discrete Crank-Nicolson approximation u M,n h,τ ∈ S h as the solution to
for all v h ∈ S h and where u
Again, we have existence of solutions.
Lemma 5.2. For every n ≥ 1 there exists at least one solution u M,n h,τ ∈ S h to the truncated problem (25).
The proof is covered by the proof of Lemma 4.8. Before deriving a L 2 -error estimate, we need one last auxiliary lemma. 
Proof. We assume without loss of generality that M ≥ 1. For fixed |z 0 | 2 and t ≥ 0 we investigate the function
We easily observe that g M is Lipschitz continuous because we have for some θ ∈ [0, 1]
| where we distinguish three cases. Case 1: |v 1 | ≤ 2M and |v 2 | ≤ 2M . We obtain with the Lipschitz continuity of g M
Case 2: |v 1 | ≥ 2M and |v 2 | ≥ 2M (and |z 0 | ≤ M , otherwise everything is trivial). Without loss of generality let |v 1 | ≤ |v 2 | We obtain
where we used that 
and for s = 1 or s = 2. Let u M,n h,τ ∈ S h denote a solution of the fully-discrete Crank-Nicolson Method with truncation as stated in Definition 5.1 and let τ be small enough for the results of Theorem 4.13 to hold. If u n τ ∈ H 1 0 (D) denotes the unique solution to (7) with the properties stated in Theorem 4.13, then
holds with an h-independent constant C(u, γ, D, M, P h ).
Proof. First, observe that the assumptions imply u n τ = u M,n τ (and that it is unique). In the following, we denote by C M any generic constant that depends on M , u, γ, V and D. Recall the definition of the continuous function G M from (18) and let again (v, w)
and from (7)
Subtracting the terms from each other and defining e M,n
Testing with v = e M,n h,τ + e M,n−1 h,τ and taking the real part yields
For the first term we have with Theorem 4.13
The second term can be estimates as
where we used again Theorem 4.13. For the third term we can proceed analogously since G M is bounded. We obtain straightforwardly (again with Theorem 4.13) that
To bound term IV, we use Lemma 5.1 to estimate
Consequently, using that u n τ L ∞ (D) is uniformly bounded (Theorem 4.13) we can conclude
Collecting the estimates for I, II, III and IV implies that
Using the inequality a n+1 ≤ e n =0 α (a 0 + n =0 b ) which holds for any 0 ≤ a n , b n , α n with a n+1 ≤ (1 + α n )a n + b n finishes the L 2 -error estimate.
We can now conclude from Lemma 5.4 that u M,n h,τ remains uniformly bounded in L ∞ which allows us to conclude u M,n h,τ = u n h,τ for appropriately chosen M . In summary we obtain Theorem 3.2. The detailed proof is given in the following.
Proof of Theorem 3.2 and 3.3. We choose M := 1 + 2 u L ∞ (D×(0,T )) + sup 0≤n≤N u n H 2 (D) . Let C = C(u, γ, V, D, P h ) and let C M denote any constant depending additionally on M (however, both are not allowed to depend on h or τ). Using the assumptions on P h , the bounds from Theorem 4.13 and Lemma 5.4 we have
Since d = 2, 3 and h 4−d−α τ 2 for s = 1 and some α > 0, we conclude that there existsĥ > 0 such that
for all h <ĥ. Hence, for sufficiently small h we have u M,n h,τ = u n h,τ . We conclude the existence of u n h,τ and the h-independent bound
For the L 2 -error estimate we split the error into
The first term can be estimated with Theorem 4.13 for sufficiently small τ, the second term is bounded by
≤ Ch 2 (again using Theorem 4.13) and the last term can be estimated with Lemma 5.4 which now holds with u M,n h,τ = u n h,τ . In the setting of Theorem 3.2, this yields
for all sufficiently small h and τ. In the setting of Theorem 3.3, the order is reduced to h (d+α)/2 +τ. The proof of uniqueness under some uniform bound u
≤ C independent of τ and h is almost verbatim the same as in the semi-discrete case (see the proof of Theorem 4.13). 
Numerical experiment
Here we have β = 20 and and we consider a rough potential V ∈ L ∞ (D) given by
where "int" rounds a real number r to the largest integer smaller or equal to r. The potential is visualized in Figure 1 . We note that the potential V is not a confinement potential as it does not fulfill V (x) → ∞ for |x| → ∞. For that reason, the physically correct solution will escape D for sufficiently large times t. In our experiment we picked the maximum time T = 1 small enough so that this does not happen. Inspired by the discussion in Appendix A we select the initial value as the ground state of a perturbed NLS. More precisely, we choose u 0 ∈ H 1 0 (D) with u 0 ≥ 0 such that E(u 0 ) = min
with β s = 10 and a smooth potential perturbation V s (x) := 1 2 (x 2 1 + x 2 2 ). There exists a unique ground state u 0 with the above properties (cf. [10] ) and it holds u 0 ∈ H 2 (D). Given a finite element space S h , the discrete approximation of u 0 in S h is given by some u 0 h ∈ S h with u 0 h L 2 (D) = 1 and
i.e., u 0 h is an energy minimizer in S h . Such a minimizer exists and it holds u 0 − u 0 h L 2 (D) ≤ C(u 0 )h 2 (independent of the smoothness of V ). This means that using u 0 h as a discrete initial value in our scheme (2.2) will introduce an error that is of the same order as if using P h (u 0 ). We compute the discrete minimizers u 0 h by using the Discrete Normalized Gradient Flow method proposed in [8] . For S h we use a Lagrange finite element space of polynomial order 1, based on a uniform (simplicial) triangulation of D. The mesh size h is given as the diameter of the elements of the triangulation. For h = 2 −6 √ 2 diam(D) the discrete ground state u h,0 is depicted in Figure  2 equidistant time steps. Recall that the discrete initial value is given by (26), i.e. u 0 h,τ = u 0 h . Before discussing the error evolution, we introduce some short-hand notation. The rescaled mesh and time step sizes are given by
The error compared to the reference solution a time t n is denoted by
and the corresponding relative errors (for real and imaginary parts) are given by
and analogously for the error in the gradient. The EOCs in Tables 1, 2 and 3 refer to the averages of the (E)xperimental (O)rders of (C)onvergence. In order to study the accuracy of the Crank-Nicolson finite element method stated in (6), we run various computations with different constellations for the size of the mesh size h and the time step size τ. As there is no known exact solution to our model problem, we use the fine scale approximation u n ref as our reference for the computation of errors. The results of the computations are depicted in Tables 1, 2 and 3. From that we can make several observations. First, we observe a clearly convergent behavior in terms of the mesh size and time step size and we did not encounter any numerical issues (on the solver level) when computing the approximations u n h,τ . We can also report that the scheme preserved the mass and the energy almost up to machine precision. Second, the computed experimental orders of convergence do not correlate with the pessimistic linear rates predicted by Theorem 3.3. More precisely, we rather observe the quadratic rates expected under the stronger regularity assumptions of Theorem 3.2. This is emphasized by Table 1 , where we depict the EOCs for the case that h and τ are refined simultaneously. In Table 2 we fix the time step size τ rel = 2 −6 and only refine the spatial mesh. The convergence in terms of h seems to be almost cubic for the L 2 -error and almost quadratic for the H 1 -error. In Table 3 we fix the mesh size with h rel = 2 −5 , whereas the time steps become smaller. Here we observe a roughly quadratic rate in τ for the L 2 -error and a linear rate for the H 1 -error. In the light of these results, the performance of the method appears better than predicted. This might indicate that the regularity assumption (R3) is feasible also for some class of discontinuous potentials. However, an empirical proof or disproof of this claim requires further systematic numerical studies beyond the scope of this paper. In particular, we cannot exclude the possibility of super-convergence effects when estimating the error using some reference solution, instead of the unknown exact solution.
Conclusion. In this paper we analyzed a mass-and energy conserving Crank-Nicolson Galerkin method. We showed that it is numerically stable under perturbations, that the scheme is wellposed in some ball (in L ∞ (D × [0, T ])) around zero and we derived L ∞ (L 2 )-error estimates under various regularity assumptions. All our estimates are valid for general disorder potentials in L ∞ (D). However, it is not clear how or if our regularity assumptions might conflict with discontinuities in the potential. Therefore we derived two graded results. In the first main result, we assume sufficient regularity of the exact solution u and derive error estimates of optimal (quadratic) order in h and τ. The novelty with respect to previous works is that our results cover a general class of nonlinearities, potential terms and we show that the method does indeed not require a time step constraint. On the contrary, the results in [28, 1] are only valid, provided that the time step size is sufficiently small with respect to the spatial mesh size. In our second main result, we relax the regularity assumptions so that they appear not to be in conflict with discontinuous potentials. Under these relaxed regularity assumptions, we can still derive L ∞ (L 2 )-error estimates, however, only of linear order. Furthermore, we encounter a time step constraint that was absent in the case of higher regularity. To check the practical performance of the method, we present a numerical experiment for a model problem with discontinuous potential. The corresponding numerical errors seem not to correlate with the pessimistic rates predicted for the low-regularity regime. We could neither observe degenerate convergence rates nor a practical time step constraint. Instead, we observe the behavior as predicted for the high regularity regime, i.e., convergence rates of optimal order and good approximations in all resolution regimes, independent of a coupling between mesh size and time step size. 
Hence
Furthermore, since
where i∂ tt u−V ∂ t u ∈ L ∞ (0, T ; L 2 (D)) (for which we just derived corresponding bounds depending on u 0 ), we can also conclude by elliptic regularity theory that
The equation i∂ tt u(0) = (V s + λ) 2 − V s u 0 −2∇V s ·∇u 0 leads to another important observation:
We have ∂ tt u(0) ∈ H 1 0 (D), but we do not have H 2 -regularity as this would require ∇u 0 ∈ H 2 (D), which is clearly not available due to the roughness of V d . Therefore we cannot repeat the same argument for ∂ ttt u(0). Observe that for k = 3 we have i∂ ttt u(0) (30) = − (V s + λ) 2 − V s u 0 − 2∇V s · ∇u 0 + V (V s + λ) 2 − V s u 0 − 2∇V s · ∇u 0 , which implies that ∂ ttt u(0) ∈ H −1 (D), but it is not in L 2 (D). In order to obtain ∂ ttt u ∈ L ∞ (L 2 ) the potential needs to be at lest in H 1 (which contradicts the notion of a discontinuous or rough potential). Consequently, we can neither hope for ∂ ttt u ∈ L ∞ (L 2 ) nor for ∂ tt u ∈ L ∞ (H 2 ). The only thing that we can hope for is to verify ∂ tt u ∈ L ∞ (H 1 ). And indeed, analogously to the proof of energy conservation we easily observe that
With (30) we conclude that the right-hand side is well-defined and bounded for rough potentials V d . To summarize our findings, we could verify
however, any regularity assumptions of higher order seem to contradict the setting of a discontinuous potential.
In the nonlinear case, similar arguments can be used. However, the calculations become significantly more technical since we typically do no longer have the conservation properties such as ∂ γ(|u| 2 )u = β|u| 2 u (where β > 0 is a parameter that characterizes the type and the number of particles) it is possible to show that there exists a minimum time T > 0 and constant c T > 0 (independent of the regularity of the potential), such that
for k ∈ N and provided that u is sufficiently smooth. With this it is possible to proceed in a similar way as in the linear case and one can draw the same conclusions.
